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Roy A. Pederson, K9FHI, passed away on December 3, 2008, from lung cancer at the age
of 84. Born November 13, 1924, he was a resident of Juneau in Dodge County, and had
treasured his long retirement from working as an Electrician. He was a well known Radio
Amateur first licensed in 1961 as Novice KN9FHI. His wife, Beryl, KA9BAC (Extra Class),
and sons Gary, KA9BAE (Extra Class) and Michael, N9QMV (Technician Class), made the
Pedersens an all-ham family. 

K9FHI (Extra Class) was ARRL Section Manager for Wisconsin from 1973 through 1984
and 1996 to 1999, and at times was the Assistant Section Manager as well. Roy combined
camping, his other favorite hobby, with travels to visit Wisconsin Hamfests, Swapfests and
Wisconsin Nets Association meetings promoting Amateur Radio and the ARRL. He could
be easily found wearing his bright red cap and jacket.

K9FHI was active on most of the Wisconsin phone nets and loved to be a Net Control and
handle traffic. He volunteered as an Assistant EC for the Dodge County ARES, qualified as
a QCWA Member and enjoyed visiting local Chapter 55 events. Roy also held the Official
Relay Station and Official Emergency Station ARRL Appointments.

On a cold January 13, 1994, Roy and his wife Beryl, KA9BAC, passed their advanced
class amateur radio license exams together. They started their license classes in
November 1993, with WA9ZTY as their instructor. A few classes were canceled during
winter blizzards and snow packed roads made travel to a few other classes impossible. So
they stayed home and used their computer and a study program on diskette with sample
questions. Roy figures that he reviewed the pool of 500 questions until he had scrutinized
all of them. Beryl practiced using the same method until they both averaged about 95
percent test scores. "We sat in opposite corners of the exam room, yet each of us had 8
questions wrong," Roy said. We'll never know if they had the same questions wrong though.

The Pedersons were active in the Rock River Radio Club where Roy was chosen as the
1995 Ham of the Year. Roy had been a member of the club since he received his first
license and served as an officer in various capacities. He was General Chairman of the
club's annual Field Day and Beryl provided the refreshing hospitality tent and delicious
food. They both were members of the club's ARRL Volunteer Exam Team and served as
the club's Sunshine Committee. Roy was typically the first to volunteer for many of the club
activities. Roy and Beryl also enjoyed attending the Ham Radio event called the Annual
Ground Hog Party held in Watertown.

Roy was well liked throughout the Wisconsin Ham community with his wry sense of humor
and sunny disposition. He will be sadly missed.




